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Introduction
The clickPAN-SDM is a versatile device that lets uBASIC scripts running in an SDM-capable
Canon camera control two servos. One of its primary uses is for Kite Aerial Photography or
KAP. The typical KAP rig has servos to pan and tilt the camera and some means of triggering
the shutter. Using a clickPAN-SDM, scripts running in the camera can be used to pan and/or
tilt the rig as photos are taken - autonomous behaviour that is often referred to as ‘AutoKAP’.
There are two inputs - a plug for a 4.8v power supply (e.g. 4
rechargeable AAA/AA cells) and a phototransistor that is fixed
(by velcro) over the AF lamp of the camera. Camera scripts can
flash this lamp to send signals to the device. It also has two
outputs that are connected to R/C servos to pan and tilt the rig.
Broadly speaking there are three ways of arranging pan and tilt:
1. the standard tilt servo moves 90º between horizontal and vertical but the pan servo is
modified for continuous rotation in either direction (a ‘360servo’).
2. both standard servos move through 90º. The tilt servo moves 90º between horizontal and
vertical while the pan servo has a 4:1 gear so that the rig can pan through 360º.
3. both standard servos move through 180º (or are geared to let the rig to do so). The tilt
servo mid-point points the camera directly downwards. Although the camera can then be
pointed at any point below the horizon, some of the photos will be upside-down.
A clickPAN-SDM can be used to control all three types of rig. It can also be used on singleservo, pan-only rigs.
Picavet
suspension

4 AAA cells
4.8 volts

clickPAN-SDM

Pan Servo
360 modified

Power Switch

Phototransistor
over AF lamp
Tilt Servo

A typical clickPAN-SDM 360servo AutoKAP Rig
This manual is in two parts. The first part describes the supplied sample scripts – what they
do and how they work. The second part tells you how to adapt the samples and how to write
your own.
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Part 1 – the sample AutoKAP scripts
Script Design Conventions
The supplied scripts fall into two groups:
1. scripts for calibrating and testing your rig and its servos
2. AutoKAP scripts for use in the field
The scripts are heavily parameterized so they can be adjusted to suit many different
circumstances but as written they do make certain assumptions:
1. that increasing the tilt value tilts the camera up towards the horizontal and away from the
downward vertical rather than vice versa
2. that the pan servo is servo 1 and the tilt servo is servo 2
For your rig, these assumptions may be wrong. For example, which way the camera tilts
depends on which side of the rig the tilt servo is mounted. All the scripts have parameters that
let these assumptions be overridden. You will probably find it worthwhile editing the scripts to
reset the defaults to meet your requirements rather than having to reset some parameters
each time you run it. Alternatively you can create ‘parameter sets’ for the script - see the
section on “Creating Parameter Sets” on page 11.
The AutoKAP scripts follow two more conventions to make them easier to customize to your
requirments:
1. an init subroutine is called at the start of the script. This is the place to put any special
set-up commands – for example to turn off the display, set the focus to infinity and so
on. As supplied this routine does very little. See the section on “Initialisation” on page 14
in Part 2.
2. a photo subroutine is called whenever a photo is to be taken. As supplied this contains
a simple “shoot” command, but it can be modified to take a bracketed set, take a movie
and so on. See the section on “Customising the photo Subroutine” in Part 2 on page 11.

Camera Calibration
For most cameras the calibration process is simple. Turn on the camera, press the Alt button
to access the SDM menus and check that in the Advanced Menu/Serial Comms menu “Use
AutoFocus LED” is set on and:
“Tune msec value”

is set to 22

“Unit pulse width”

is set to 10.

For a few cameras, these values do not work. Tests show that for the G11:
“Tune msec value”

should be set to 35

“Unit pulse width”

should be set to 12.

and for the S90:

	
  

“Tune msec value”

should be set to 38

“Unit pulse width”

should be set to 12.
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Rig and Servo Calibration
To get scripts to work properly you need to calibrate your rig and its servos and make any
necessary adjustments to script parameters. For most cameras,
To help you do this a number of test scripts are supplied:
TILT.BAS
this script lets you determine the command values that will tilt the camera
to the horizontal and vertical (and any angle in between)
PAN.BAS
this script lets you determine suitable command values to pan using
standard servos (type 2 and type 3 rigs).
TURN.BAS
this script lets you determine suitable command values for 360servo pan
increments when running simple AutoKAP scripts (type 1 rigs)
ROTATE.BAS this script lets you determine suitable command values for continuous
360servo rotation for quick horizontal pan scripts (for type 1 rigs)
The TILT.BAS Script
This script is designed to calibrate all types of rigs that have a tilt servo. It has two
parameters:
t
the tilt servo (either 1 or 2 – the default is 2)
i
the tilt increment in degrees when the “up” or “down” buttons are pressed (the
default is 5)
When you run the script it will start by tilting the servo to the middle or ‘0’ position. For most
rigs (except type 3) this should be about 45º below the horizontal since many servos will only
turn through about 90º and we normally want to be able to point the camera at any angle
between the horizon and vertically downwards (i.e. ±45º).
The script responds to key presses as follows:
up
the tilt value is increased by ‘i’ (e.g. from 0 to 5)
down the tilt value is decreased by ‘i’ (e.g. from 0 to -5)
left
‘i’ is decreased (e.g. from 5 to 4) but the tilt value is unchanged
right
‘i’ is increased (e.g. from 5 to 6) but the tilt value is unchanged
The screen shows the current tilt value and increment.
You can use this script to find the tilt values that correspond to the camera pointing
horizontally and vertically. On my rig1 these values were 33 and -57 respectively, which
means that the zero position (i.e. where the rig points when a tilt to ‘0’ command is sent) will
be 33º below the horizontal. Put another way, to get the camera to point 45º downwards a
command value of (33 – 45) or -12 is needed. Note that it’s possible for the horizontal number
to be negative and the vertical number positive (depending on how the tilt servo is mounted).
Once you have determined these values you can modify the sample KAP scripts so that they
work properly. This involves setting the value of the “tilt origin” parameter (‘o’), which in the
supplied scripts is set to 45, to the value of the vertical value ignoring its sign (e.g. 57 on my
rig) and setting the tilt direction parameter (‘d’) to -1 if the vertical value is negative and +1 if
it’s positive (e.g. -1 on my rig).

1	
  When

	
  

I ran the script the tilt servo was badly adjusted, with the midpoint well away from 45º.	
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The PAN.BAS Script
This script is designed to calibrate rigs whose pan servo has not been modified for continuous
rotation but uses gears (i.e. rig types 2 and 3). It has two parameters:
p
the pan servo (either 1 or 2 – the default is 1)
i
the pan increment in degrees when the “left” or “right” buttons are pressed (the
default is 5)
When you run the script it will start by panning the servo to the middle or ‘0’ position. The
script responds to key presses as follows:
left
the pan value is increased by ‘i’ (e.g. from 0 to 5)
right
the pan value is decreased by ‘i’ (e.g. from 0 to -5)
up
‘i’ is increased (e.g. from 5 to 6) but the pan value is unchanged
down ‘i’ is decreased (e.g. from 5 to 4) but the pan value is unchanged
The screen shows the current pan value and increment.
You can use this script to find the pan values that will rotate the rig through the appropriate
angle (with 1:4 gearing this is typically ±180º). Once you have determined these values you
can modify the appropriate KAP scripts (e.g. 90PT.bas) scripts so that they work properly.
This involves changing the value of the ‘l’ and ‘r’ parameters.
The TURN.BAS Script
This script is designed to test rigs whose pan servos have been modified for 360º operation. It
has three parameters:
p
the pan servo (either 1 or 2 – the default is 1)
d
the pan direction (1=clockwise, -1 = anticlockwise)
s
the pulse strength (1 to 10 - the default is 5)
Note that whether a pan direction of 1 actually turns a rig clockwise depends on several
factors, such as how the pan servo is mounted and whether it turns the pan axle via gears.
When you run the script it will send a pulse of strength ‘s’ to the pan servo. Each time a key is
pressed it will send another pulse. The script responds to key presses as follows:
up
‘s’ is increased by 1 (e.g. from 5 to 6)
down ‘s’ is decreased by 1 (e.g. from 5 to 4)
left
the pan direction is set to anticlockwise
right
the pan direction is set to clockwise
The screen shows the current direction and strength.
You can use this script to find the pulse value that turns the rig through the angle you need for
panoramic KAP. For example, if you want to capture a complete 360º panorama and the field
of view of your camera is 50º then a useful turn angle might be something between 35º and
40º – capturing a complete panorama in 8 to 10 steps with sufficient overlap.
If your rig is geared so that a large movement of the pan servo results in only a small
movement of the pan axle then you may find that even a setting of 10 does not turn the rig
enough. In this case you will need to send several pan pulses for each panning step. You can
also use this to fine-tune panning (for example 3 pulses of strength 5 may do a better job than
1 pulse of strength 7). The sample 360P.BAS, 360PT.BAS and 360PD.BAS scripts let you do
this (via the ‘n’ parameter).
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The ROTATE.BAS Script
This script is also designed to test rigs whose pan servos have been modified for 360º
operation. It has three parameters:
p
the pan servo (either 1 or 2 – the default is 1)
d
the pan direction (1=clockwise, -1 = anticlockwise)
r
the rotation speed (1 to 12 - the default is 5)
Note that whether a pan direction of 1 actually turns a rig clockwise depends on several
factors, such as how the pan servo is mounted and whether it turns the pan axle via gears.
When you run the script it will send a rotate command of speed ‘r’ to the pan servo. The servo
will continue to rotate until the script is ended.
The script responds to key presses as follows:
up
‘r’ is increased by 1 (e.g. from 5 to 6)
down ‘r’ is decreased by 1 (e.g. from 5 to 4)
left
the rotation is set to anticlockwise
right
the rotation is set to clockwise
The screen shows the current direction and speed.
You can use this script to find a rotation speed suitable for taking fast panoramas – where the
rig rotates continuously with photos being taken as it turns. The sample 360ROT.BAS script
works this way.

The Supplied AutoKAP Scripts
The clickPAN-SDM has been designed to be as flexible as possible, so the supplied scripts
are merely examples of what is possible. However they do provide almost all of the functions
available using KAP devices such as a TUCIT, Aurico or CamRemote. There are separate
scripts for the three different types of rig.
As mentioned earlier, the scripts are heavily parameterized with default values for all the
parameters. All of them loop indefinitely until the shutter button is pressed to stop the script.
Scripts for 360Servo Rigs (type 1 rigs)
For these rigs, the pan servo is either turned by sending it pulses or rotated continuously. The
tilt servo can be moved between the horizontal (90) and vertical (0).
The following AutoKAP scripts are provided for rigs with a 360Servo:
360P.BAS
pans the rig at a fixed tilt
360PT.BAS
tilts and pans the rig
360PD.BAS
pans the rig at a fixed tilt taking occasional shots straight down
360ROT.BAS continuously rotates the rig
360LPT.bas
an oscillating pan script (see page 16)
All these scripts have parameters that let you:
w
set a delay before the first action (to allow you to get the rig airborne before
shots are taken) – the default is 2 seconds
p
identify which is the pan servo – the default is 1
o,d
set the origin and direction of tilts (see the TILT.BAS calibration script above)
g
adjust the time delay between shots – the default is 5 seconds
Modifying the default values of these parameters in the scripts lets you run them without
having to make last minute adjustments.
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As an example, let’s look at the 360PT.BAS script. As well as the parameters mentioned
above this script has the following parameters:
s
the strength (1 to 10) of the pan pulses issued at each ‘pan’ step. The default as
supplied is 5, but see the TURN.BAS script above for how to determine the right
value for your rig.
n
the number of pan pulses issued at each ‘pan’ step. The default as supplied is 1,
but if your pan servo is highly geared you may need to change this.
h
the up tilt limit. The default as supplied is 90 (horizontal)
v
the down tilt limit. As supplied the default is 0 (vertical)
a
the tilt step angle – the amount by which the tilt is increased or decreased at
each step. The default as supplied is 30.
Given the defaults, if you run the script, the following sequence of commands will be issued:
tilt to 90º (horizontal), take a photo
tilt to 60º, take a photo
tilt to 30º, take a photo
tilt to 0º (vertical), take a photo
pan a bit, take a photo
tilt to 30º, take a photo
tilt to 60º, take a photo
and so on ….
Thus the rig will take 4 photos at each pan angle – horizontal, down 30º, down 60º and
vertical. But if we change the ‘h’ parameter to 20 and the ‘a’ parameter to 35 then only 3
photos will be taken at each pan angle, at down 20º, down 55º and vertical.
You may wish to save several parameter sets (see page 11) for this script with different
defaults.
Scripts for Rigs with Two 90º Servos (type 2 rigs)
The following AutoKAP scripts are provided for rigs with two 90º servos where the pan servo
is geared to allow pans through 180º. They provide essentially the same functionality as the
360servo scripts.
90P.BAS
pans the rig left and right at a fixed tilt
90PT.BAS
tilts and pans the rig
90PD.BAS
pans the rig left and right at a fixed tilt taking occasional shots straight
down
All these scripts have parameters that let you:
w
set a delay before the first action (to allow you to get the rig airborne before
shots are taken) – the default is 2 seconds
p
identify which is the pan servo – the default is 1
o,d
set the origin and direction of tilts (see the TILT.BAS calibration script above)
g
adjust the time delay between shots – the default is 5 seconds
Modifying the default values of these parameters in the scripts lets you run them without
having to make last minute adjustments.
As an example, let’s look at the 90PT.BAS script. As well as the parameters mentioned above
this script has the following parameters:
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s

h
v
l
r
a

the pan step angle – the amount by which the pan servo turns at each pan
operation. Note that since there is 1:4 gearing between servo and pan axle the rig
will turn through 4*s. The default as supplied is 5.
the up tilt limit. The default as supplied is 90 (horizontal)
the down tilt limit. As supplied the default is 0 (vertical)
the left pan limit. As supplied the default is -45
the right pan limit. The default as supplied is 45.
the tilt step angle – the amount by which the tilt is increased or decreased at each
step. The default as supplied is 30.

Given the defaults, if you run the script, the following sequence of commands will be issued:
tilt to 90º (horizontal), take a photo
tilt to 60º, take a photo
tilt to 30º, take a photo
tilt to 0º (vertical), take a photo
pan through 20º (the pan servo turns through 5º), take a photo
tilt to 30º, take a photo
tilt to 60º, take a photo
and so on ….
Thus the rig will take 4 photos at each pan angle – horizontal, down 30º, down 60º and
vertical. But if we change the ‘h’ parameter to 20 and the ‘a’ parameter to 35 then only 3
photos will be taken at each pan angle, at down 20º, down 55º and vertical. The pan servo will
move between -45º and +45º, so the rig will pan backwards and forwards through 180º.
Similarly, if we change the ‘s’ parameter to 15 the rig will pan through 60º at each pan step,
taking photos at 0º, 60º, 120º, 180º, 120º, 60º, 0º, -60º, -120º, -180º, -120º and so on.
Scripts for 180Servo Rigs (type 3 rigs)
The following AutoKAP scripts are provided for rigs with two servos capable of turning
through 180º (or geared to do that). For these rigs the tilt servo moves between -90 and +90º
so that at times the camera is upside-down.
180P.BAS
pans the rig at a fixed tilt
180PT.BAS
tilts and pans the rig
180PD.BAS
pans the rig at a fixed tilt taking occasional shots straight down
All these scripts have parameters that let you:
w
set a delay before the first action (to allow you to get the rig airborne before
shots are taken) – the default is 2 seconds
p
identify which is the pan servo – the default is 1
o,d
set the origin and direction of tilts (see the TILT.BAS calibration script above)
g
adjust the time delay between shots – the default is 5 seconds
Modifying the default values of these parameters in the scripts lets you run them without
having to make last minute adjustments.
As an example, let’s look at the 180PT.BAS script. As well as the parameters mentioned
above this script has the following parameters:
s
the pan step angle – the amount by which the pan servo turns at each pan
operation. The default as supplied is 15.
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h
v
l
r
a

the up tilt limit. The default as supplied is 90 (horizontal)
the down tilt limit. As supplied the default is -90 (horizontal)
the left pan limit. As supplied the default is -90
the right pan limit. The default as supplied is 90.
the tilt step angle – the amount by which the tilt is increased or decreased at each
step. The default as supplied is 30.

Given the defaults, if you run the script, the following sequence of commands will be issued:
tilt to 90º (horizontal), take a photo
tilt to 60º, take a photo
tilt to 30º, take a photo
tilt to 0º (vertical), take a photo
tilt to -30º, take a photo (camera is upside-down)
tilt to -60º, take a photo (camera is upside-down)
tilt to -90º, take a photo (camera is upside-down)
pan through 15º, take a photo (camera is upside-down)
tilt to -60º, take a photo (camera is upside-down)
tilt to -30º, take a photo (camera is upside-down)
and so on ….
Thus the rig will take 7 photos at each pan angle – horizontal, down 30º, down 60º, vertical,
down 60º, down 30º and horizontal. But if we change the ‘h’ parameter to 20 and the ‘a’
parameter to 35 then only 5 photos will be taken at each pan angle, at down 20º, down 55º,
vertical, down 55º and down 20º. The pan servo will move between -90º and +90º.

Using the Scripts
Which script you use depends on what you want to accomplish. In turn, that depends on
several factors:
1. what type of rig do you have?
2. are the targets spread uniformly around or are they all in one direction?
3. is it going to be a short session where you want to capture as much as possible in a
limited time?
4. do you want to capture a complete panorama to turn into a Quicktime VR movie?
5. how important is it for the camera to be pointed horizontally? Vertically?
Where you have plenty of time and there are interesting targets all around, including vertically
downwards, then the 360PT.bas (or 180PT.bas or 90PT.bas depending on rig type) script is
the most useful. If the landscape is relatively flat (so there no targets above the horizontal)
then you may wish to make the upper tilt limit 20º or 30º to avoid photos that have too much
sky to be very interesting. On the other hand if you are flying in an urban area with tall
buildings then 0º is a reasonable upper limit.
Remember though that a complete 360º pan with 3 or 4 photos taken at each step will take
quite a long time. With a step of 30º and 4 tilts at each step a complete circuit will produce 48
photos. And with a 6 second interval between photos that will take at least 5 minutes.
Where time is limited the 360PD.bas script can be useful. It will cover the whole 360º
panorama (with a fixed tilt) in far fewer shots and will take the occasional downward shot –
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useful if flying the rig over interesting subjects (boats, small buildings, archaeological ruins
etc). You can set the constant tilt angle so that the camera will capture the most interesting
features.
If you have a 360servo rig and want to produce a VR panorama, then experiment with the
360ROT.bas script. Such panoramas require the set of photos to be taken from more or less
the same position if stitching is to be successful and this either requires very steady winds or
for the photos to be taken as quickly as possible. If the wind is really steady or the light is not
good, the 360P.bas script may produce better results (blurring will be less since the rig will be
still when photos are taken).
If you are interested in HDR, then modify one or more of the scripts to take bracketed shots see the section on “Customising the photo Subroutine” in Part 2 on page 11. The same page
tells you how to modify the scripts to take occasional movies.
Finally, take a look at the webpage at www.zenoshrdlu.com/clickpansdm. You’ll find more
details about scripting for the clickPAN-SDM, including videos of some of the sample scripts
in action (on the ground).
If you want to try your hand at writing your own scripts, read section 2.
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Creating Parameter Sets
There’s a neat way of customizing parameterised scripts. You can create up to 10 sets of
parameter values for a given script and select an appropriate set before you run the script.
This is much quicker than making separate changes to some of the various parameters. A
parameter set basically consists of the @param and @default lines from a script, preceded by
up to 3 @desc lines describing its purpose.
For example, suppose we want to be able to run the 360PT script with this set of values for its
parameters:
g=8

s=4

n=1

h = 15

v = 90

a = 25

o = 45

p=1

d=1

w=5

Then if we create a file called 360PT4.txt that looks like this:
@desc customized pan/tilt script
@desc waits 8 seconds between shots
@desc tilts to 15, 40, 65 and 90
@param g gap in secs between shots
@default g 8
@param s pan pulse strength (1 to 10)
@default s 4
@param n pan pulses
@default n 1
@param h up tilt limit
@default h 15
@param v down tilt limit
@default v 90
@param a tilt step angle
@default a 25
@param o tilt origin
@default o 45
@param p pan servo (1 or 2)
@default p 1
@param d tilt direction (1 or -1)
@default d 1
@param w wait time before starting (secs)
@default w 5

and put it in the CHDK/PARAMETERS folder, then when we load the script we can just
change the “PARAMETERS SET” value to 4 and the script’s parameters will all be changed to
the appropriate value.
The ten possible sets are named ‘360PTx.txt’ where ‘x’ can be any digit from 0 to 9. More
generally, for a script called ‘ABC.bas’ the parameter sets will be named ‘ABCx.txt’ where ‘x’
is 0-9. The ‘@desc’ lines are displayed on the LCD when the set is selected.
Note that once a parameter set has been selected, it will be used each time that script is run
(until different set is selected).
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Part 2 – Writing your own scripts
uBASIC Summary
uBASIC is a very small and simple language based on the classic BASIC language. It allows
just 52 single-letter integer variables (‘a’ and ‘A’ are not the same variable) and a small set of
logic constructs (if/then/else, for/next, while/end etc). What makes it useful is the set of
special camera-related commands and functions it provides. You’ll find a useful summary of
the commands provided by SDM uBasic at http://stereo.jpn.org/eng/sdm/ubasic.htm

SDM and the clickPAN-SDM
As mentioned above, scripts in the camera send commands to the clickPAN-SDM by flashing
the AF lamp. The uBASIC statement that does this looks like this2:
send_data a, b
where ‘a’ and b’ are integers or variables with integer values between -128 and +1273. This
statement thus sends two one-byte values that the clickPAN-SDM then processes as follows:
a
is treated as a command to servo 1
b
is treated as a command to servo 2
The clickPAN-SDM commands fall into several sets:
SERVO
commands to turn a servo through a given angle (-100 to +100)
PULSE
commands to send a pulse to a 360servo to make it turn (-110 to -101 and
+101 to +110)
ROTATE commands to make a 360servo rotate at various speeds (-122 to -111 and
+111 to +122)
THRU, LOGIC and CONTROL commands with special actions (-128 to -123 and +123
to +128)
In the sample scripts the send_data command is mostly used to send a command to just one
servo – the value -128 (do nothing) is sent to the other.
Handling Tilting
Since standard servos may not be able to move much more than ±45° from the midpoint, in
an ideal world the tilt servo mid-point – where it moves to when sent a ‘tilt 0’ command –
would be 45° below the horizontal. That would allow the camera to be pointed anywhere
between the horizontal and the vertical (downwards). In practice most servos will move
through a larger angle and the mid-point is unlikely to be exactly 45° down. As an additional
complication, depending on which side of the rig the servo is mounted, a tilt command of 15°
may move the camera 15° upwards (towards the horizontal) or downwards (towards the
vertical).
In a radio-controlled KAP rig, these issues are resolved by using transmitter trims and servo
reverse switches. With the clickPAN-SDM we can solve them by using the TILT.bas
calibration script and script parameters.
By running the TILT.bas script you can discover the tilt command values that point the
camera horizontally and vertically. Let’s suppose that these are ‘h’ and ‘v’ (one of which will
be positive and one negative). Then (h-v) should either be +90 or -90. Knowing these values
we can write scripts to tilt the camera properly.

2

SDM allows a third, repetition, parameter to be passed, but the sample scripts don’t use this
values between +128 and +255 are accepted, but are treated as negative (+128 = -128, +129 = -127, … , +255
= -1)

3
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One issue that has to be resolved is how to present tilt values
+90°	
   to the user - in other words, what coordinate system should
be used. The supplied scripts adopt the convention that, to
the user, a tilt angle of 0° points the camera downwards and
an angle of +90° points it horizontally - as in the figure.
0°	
  

Converting ‘user’ tilt angles to tilt commands to the clickPANSDM is relatively straightforward once we know ‘h’ and ‘v’. To
tilt the rig to an angle ‘a’ up from the vertical will require a tilt command of ‘v +z*a’ where ‘z’ is
either +1 if v is negative or -1 if v is positive. Thus to tilt to an angle of 50° up from the vertical
when v is -42 (and hence z is +1) will require a SERVO command of
-42 + 1*50 = +8
If v is +42 (and z therefore -1) the same tilt will require a SERVO command of
+42 + -1*50 = -8
The supplied scripts use two parameters to handle this in a slightly different (and hopefully
simpler for the user) way. The ‘tilt origin’ parameter, ‘o’, has to be set to the magnitude of ‘v’
(ignoring its sign – thus it would be 42 in both cases above) and the ‘tilt direction’ parameter,
‘d’, has to be set to +1 if ‘v’ is positive and -1 if it’s negative (the reverse of ‘z’ above). The
actual command ‘x’ to tilt to an angle ‘a’ is then calculated like this:
if d < 0 then
x = a-o
else
x = o-a
endif
Handling Panning
For rigs with a 360modified servo, panning is normally done using the PULSE command that
sends a pulse to the servo causing it to turn. The angle through which it turns is determined
by the strength of the pulse and its sign. Thus +101 will turn the servo through a small angle
in a clockwise direction while -110 will turn it through a much larger anticlockwise angle.
Exactly what angle is servo-dependent but the TURN.bas calibration script can be used to
find suitable values. Note that whether the camera turns clockwise or anticlockwise depends
on how the servo is mounted and whether there are gears between the servo and pan axle.
In the supplied scripts such as 360PT.bas, the user can alter three parameters – ‘s’ the pulse
strength, ‘r’, the pan direction and ‘n’ the number of pulse commands to be sent.
S= (100 + s) * r
for i = 1 to n
rem send PULSE command ‘S’ to the pan servo
next i
For a more elaborate panning script for 360-modified servos, see the “Oscillating Pan Script”
described on page 16
The ROTATE command can be used with 360servos. This command starts the servo rotating
and it continues to rotate until a STOP command (value 127) is sent to the servo. As with the
PULSE command, the speed of rotation is governed by the value of the ROTATE command.
Thus a value of +111 will cause the servo to rotate slowly in a clockwise direction while a
command of -111 will make it rotate much more rapidly anticlockwise. The 360ROT.bas script
uses the ROTATE command.
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Scripting the clickPAN-SDM
The main use of this sort of continuous panning is for panorama shots where we need to take
a series of shots covering the whole 360° panorama as rapidly as possible. Using the PULSE
command will take longer since each PULSE command takes roughly ½ second to execute.
There is another way to make a 360servo rotate continuously - by sending it a SERVO
command. Although this command is primarily intended to move an unmodified servo through
a given angle, when it is sent to a modified servo it will make it rotate continuously. The
motion will be smoother than a ROTATE command, but may be too fast to be useful. You can
use the TILT.BAS script (see page 4) to test this.
If the pan servo is not a modified 360servo but a normal one then continuous panning is not
possible. Instead we have to use the SERVO command, but we can therefore only pan
between the two extreme positions the servo will accept. Normally a 4:1 gear is placed
between servo and pan axle so that turning the pan servo through ±45° turns the rig through
±180°. The supplied 90PT.bas script does this backward and forward panning like this:
S = S + s
if (S < l) | (S > r) then
rem past pan limit so reverse
s = - s
S = S + s
endif
rem send SERVO command to pan to S
Initialisation
The “init” routine in the sample scripts does very little. It looks like this:
:init
print "starting"
sync_off
rem park tilt servo
if p = 1 then
send_data 127, 123
else
send_data 123, 127
endif
sleep w*1000
return
The sync_off statement ensures that SDM is not in Synch mode. If it is, image capture is
paused until a USB signal is received (allowing two cameras to be synchronized). In normal
AutoKAP operation there is only one camera and no USB switch, so we don’t want to be in
Synch mode.
The ‘w’ parameter is used to set an initial delay before photos are taken (otherwise the typical
KAP session starts with a series of ground-based photos of grass and feet!). The ‘send_data
command sends a STOP (127) command to the pan servo and a PARK (123) command to
the tilt servo. The STOP command turns off power to the PAN servo (otherwise it may creep
slowly) while the PARK command moves the tilt servo to its mid-point. The 90xxx.BAS and
180xx.BAS scripts send a PARK command to both servos.
You may wish to set other SDM values in an initialisation routine. For example, setting RAW
on:
set_raw 1
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or turning the backlight off (to save power):
turn_backlight_off
or forcing the flash off:
disable_main_flash
On cameras with a Neutral Density (ND) rather than proper aperture control (such as the Ixus
range), you may want to force the ND filter out:
nd_filter_out

Customising the “photo” Subroutine
As supplied the photo subroutine just contains the command ‘shoot’. There are lots of other
possibilities however. For example, it can take a short movie rather than a still:
:init
x = 10
return
:photo
shoot_movie_for x
return
which will take 10 seconds worth of movie each time “shoot” is called. A more elaborate
approach might be to take just the occasional movie:
:init
x = 10
y = 0
z = 5
return
:photo
y = y + 1
if y < z then
shoot
else
shoot_movie_for x
y = 0
endif
return
which will take 4 stills, then a short movie, then another 4 stills, then another movie and so on.
The “shoot_when_camera_steady” SDM command can reduce the number of KAP shots
spoiled by blur because the camera is moving. Here’s a photo subroutine that uses it:
:photo
x = 128
shoot_when_camera_steady x,y
return
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The ‘x’ parameter (1 to 255) determines how sensitive is the motion detection (the smaller the
value, the more sensitive the detection). The returned value, ‘y’, is set to 1 if the no shake was
detected. The command times out (setting ‘y’ to 0) after 10 seconds if the camera fails to be
steady enough.
Another twist is to take not one shot each time but a series of ‘bracketed’ shots by setting up
the camera for Tv bracketing:
:init
hdr_bracket_1/3_ev_steps
return
:photo
number_of_images_to_capture_is 3
start_continuous_sequence
return
Other possibilities including taking the occasional “zoomed in” shot or varying the aperture or
shutter speed.
Note that it’s usually necessary to arrange a delay (using the ‘sleep’ command) of a second or
so after taking a photo. Otherwise uBASIC may try (and fail) to execute the next statement
while the camera is busy saving a JPG onto the card. The supplied scripts sleep both before
and after the ‘shoot’ command

Oscillating Pan Script
An oscillating pan script – one which pans back and forth through a given angle rather than
rotating continuously in the same direction – is quite tricky to write for a Type 1 rig with a 360modified pan servo4. This is because unless the pan servo has been modified very precisely,
the angles through which the servo turns for clockwise pulses will not be quite the same as
those for anti-clockwise pulses. As a result a series of clockwise pulses followed by a series
of anticlockwise pulses will not bring the rig back exactly to the starting position. As a result,
instead of a simple oscillation between two fixed extremes the rig will gradually ‘creep’ in one
direction or another.
The 360LPT.bas script is an attempt to solve this problem. It uses 4 key parameters to control
panning:
l
pan left pulse – the strength of the clockwise pulse
c
pan left compensation (+-) – the strength of the compensating pulse
r
pan right pulse – the strength of the anti-clockwise pulse
s
pan L/R swing count – the number of left or right pulses between oscillations
The idea is that each left pulse (of strength l) is followed by a smaller compensating pulse of
strength c (which may be left or right) so that the combined effect of both matches the right
pulse strength r.
To make this work you will have to run a series of tests, using the pan.bas script, to measure
the angles through which the various pulses turn the rig. For example, you might find that 10
left pulses of strength 1 turn the rig through 35° – so that one pulse turns the rig through 3.5°.
But when you measure 10 right pulses of strength 1 the rig may turn through 30°, so one right
4	
  180PT.bas	
  is	
  a	
  simple	
  oscillating	
  pan	
  script	
  for	
  type	
  2	
  rigs.	
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pulse turns the rig through 3°. Repeating this for pulses of strengths 2 to 10, you might end up
with a table like this:
Pulse Strength

Clockwise Angle

Anticlockwise Angle

1

3

3.5

2

6

7

3

9

10

4

13

14

5

18

19

6

24

26

7

33

35

8

45

48

9

70

74

10

89

96

Given this, suppose we wanted to make the rig turn through 19° each time. An anticlockwise
pulse of 5 will do that, as will a clockwise combination of a pulse of 4 followed by a pulse of 2
(13° + 6°). To turn the rig through 10° we can use an anticlockwise pulse of 3 and a
combination of a clockwise pulse of 6 and anti-clockwise -4 (24° – 14°).
As you can see, it isn’t possible to turn the rig through any angle we want with just the three l,
c, and r parameters, but if we modified the script to add another, anticlockwise compensation
parameter we would get more flexibility.
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